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Side Tilt Post Driver

A very robust and powerful post driver with fantastic

hammer impact, wire rope and side tilt adjustment.

Ideal for the farmers and contractors who need more

flexibility and to drive larger posts or straining posts.

Hammer height adjustment allows the hammer to

travel from ground level to 12’ height without rope

adjustment and a high flow valve allows for precise

hammer operation. The post cap slides on a static

beam for maximum hammer impact. The strong steel

wire rope that holds the hammer weight ensures long

product life compared to other nylon ropes. 

This is a high impact machine that will drive the

heaviest of straining and gate posts with ease and can

readily be operated by one person.

With easy lever operation the post driver moves

smoothly left and right, forward and back, this 360

degree movement makes easy work of placing posts,

even on steep inclines and uneven ground. 

Designed and manufactured by Malone’s for 15 years! A best seller! 

Tilt Backward

Tilt Forward

Wire Rope

Strong and Durable

3 Lever Valve Bank 350 kg Hammer weight 

with Safety Cage

Tilt Left

Tilt Right

Hydraulic Toplink

wiTH cHeck Value

Hydraulic Side TilT
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The Malone 14 tonne hydraulic

logsplitter is designed to split the

toughest, most knotted of fire wood

and timber. The strong wide table is at

a comfortable working height and there

is a large ground plate for safe and

stable operation. The 14 tonne splitting

pressure makes easy work of fire wood

and timber and can split logs up to 12”

in height. The wide blade is double

chamfered for easy splitting motion.

The logsplitter is a compact machine

that can be used mounted on the

tractor or free standing. All Malone’s

logsplitters are built to the highest

standards and comply with the latest

CE requirements including two hand

control for safe operation. Simple

hydraulic feed and return with double

acting spool valve. 

Logsplitter

Made by Malone’s for 15 years!  A best seller!

Engineered to split the 

toughest, most knotted 

of fire wood and timber.

Strong wide table at a 

comfortable working height

with a large ground plate for

safe and stable operation.

14 tonne hydraulic ram

Two hoses required to

work the logsplitter.

Two hand control

for safe operation.

Can be used free standing or

mounted on tractor

Wide blade width



Semi Offset Pasture Topper

Made by Malone’s for 15 years!  A best seller!

Bevel Gearbox drive 

with shear bolt protection

Floating A-frame allowing

clean cut of uneven pasture.

Extra heavy duty hardened

blades which swing back to

avoid foreign objects.

2 tonne strap 

Easily adjustable skids

6’ Semi Offset Pasture Topper

Malone have been manufacturing

agricultural equipment since 1999 and in

2000 the first Malone topper was

launched, hence the name, ProCut

2000. There have been a few aesthetic

changes in the last 15 years but the

design is essentially the same.

The Malone ProCut 2000 Pasture

Topper is designed to be used on

tractors with a minimum of 30HP up to a

maximum of 60HP. The ProCut 2000

Pasture Topper is a rotor machine, ideal

to tackle growth up to 30mm diameter. 

It is fitted with two heavy duty blades

which are fixed to a single rotor on a

direct drive from a centrally mounted

gearbox. The gearbox is specifically

designed for this type of machine as it

has an extended bearing housing and

heavy duty bearings to support the

cutting rotor.

Power is transmitted through a heavy

duty P.T.O. shaft which is fitted with a

shearbolt torque limiter. This protects

the transmission from overload. Cutting

height adjustment is by two side-

mounted, wide based skids.

Light weight



Farm Machinery

Malone Farm Machinery was founded in Ballyglass, Co Mayo, Ireland in 1999. From our

modern and well equipped facilities we design and manufacture innovative agricultural

machinery and solutions to meet every day farming needs. Every machine that Malone make

is quality assured and tested to guarantee long life, safe, reliable and efficient machinery for

our customers. 

The Logsplitter is a tried and tested

model that has stood the test of time,

the design has not been altered since

the first batch were made in 1999. A

durable and productive machine that

can split the toughest of knots in

firewood has been a best seller ever

since. The two hand operation and

wide and stable base make it a very

safe machine to operate and makes

quick and easy work of splitting logs

and firewood. 

The Side Tilt Post Driver, features

forward, backward, left and right tilting

mechanisms to allow you to place

strainers and posts even on uneven

ground, ideal for hills or flat ground

alike. The post driver features an easy

to operate three lever mechanism one

for the top link, one for the side tilt

and one for the hammer. The superior

steel rope is long lasting and durable

compared to nylon alternatives.  A

best seller since 1999. 

The ProCut 2000 Pasture Topper is

ideal for topping pasture land. The

floating A frame allows a clean cut

every time and heavy duty blades

easily tackle growth up to 30mm in

diameter. The heavy duty box

construction make the Malone Topper

a popular choice. 

When designing agricultural

machinery Malone aim to maximise

efficiency and productivity whilst

maintaining quality, making Malone

machinery the best choice for farmers

and contractors alike.
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Malone Farm Machinery Ltd

Ballyglass, Claremorris

Co. Mayo, Ireland

Head Office: +353 (0)94 9360501

Website: www.malonefm.com

Sales Ireland:

Fearghail Connolly:  +353 (0)87 0611333

Email: sales@malonefm.com

Sales UK:

Mícheál Larkin: +44 (0) 7881 344311

Email: mick.larkin@malonefm.com

Sales International:

Mike Malone: + 353 (0)87 2109400

Email: sales@malonefm.com

Sales / Spare Parts:

Kevin Hession:  +353 (0)87 9790458

Email: store@malonefm.com

Typestyle  086 308 4676

Sligo

Roscommon
Galway

MAYO

Sat. Nav. Coordinates:  53.735951, -9.175783


